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Abstract: The increasing demand for low-viscosity engine oil has underscored the role of zinc
dialkyldithiophosphates (ZDDP) as a conventional anti-wear and antioxidant additive. It is essential
to investigate the influence of modern additives such as cyclopropanecarboxylic acid (CPCa) and
Ni nanoparticles on the tribological performance of ZDDP for practical commercial oil application.
According to the experimental results, Ni nanoparticles formed a protective film that exhibited a
synergistic effect with ZDDP. A significantly higher concentration of sulphur in the tribofilm was
detected compared to ZDDP by itself, which was responsible for a 27.6% lower wear loss. Meanwhile,
a competitive effect between CPCa and ZDDP resulted in a dramatic increase in friction and unstable
anti-wear performance. This was demonstrated by a localized formation of the ZDDP tribofilm on the
wear surfaces after the friction test. These results have highlighted the synergistic and competitive
effects of emerging additives (CPCa and Ni nanoparticles) in the ZDDP tribofilm formation between
the sliding steel contacts. This further suggests a new approach to increase the efficiency of ZDDP’s
tribological performance at cold start-up processes.

Keywords: ZDDP; Ni nanoparticles; carbon-based tribofilm; friction; wear

1. Introduction

In recent years, due to the increasing demand for low-viscosity engine oils [1], zinc
dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) as a conventional lubricating additive has been widely
used. There is a need for ZDDP to reduce the friction and wear of moving parts to
improve engine efficiency [2]. Its functional properties, as extreme pressure additive and
antioxidant, have been widely recognized and employed in the transportation industry
since the 1940s [3]. Under extreme pressure conditions, ZDDP decomposes and reacts
with the oxide layer of the sliding substrate, forming the pad-like structure tribofilm. This
tribolayer not only acts as a cushion preventing wear but also inhibits the oxidation process
on the sliding surface [4,5]. Due to its strong absorption strength on steel substrate, the
addition of this additive to the commercial engine oil may not be completely replaced in
the near future [6]. However, the anti-friction performance of ZDDP film is controversial
because of its rough film formation in the boundary lubrication regime [7,8]. In addition, the
reduction of ZDDP usage is currently encouraged because it produces harmful emissions of
Zn, P, and S products that can deteriorate the performance of the engine system’s catalytic
converter and induce negative effects to the environment [9]. As a result, recent research
on engine oil additives has been looking for new additives or innovative solutions to limit
the amount of ZDDP usage and/or improve its tribofilm anti-friction performance [10].

Among the approaches, carbon-based tribofilm has emerged as a new solution that can
resolve the problems relating to the harmful wastes of conventional additives. An attempt
to generate the carbon-based film with a structure analogous to diamond-like-carbon
(DLC) coatings has received much interest because of their outstanding performance in
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friction and wear reductions in engineering systems [11]. Intriguingly, their tribological
characteristics are dominantly dependent on the sp2- and sp3- portions of the carbon
hybridization and the fraction of doped hydrogen [12]. There are several methods to grow
these films on the sliding substrates including magnetron sputtering or using chemical
vapor deposition technique. Recently, the use of cycloalkane compounds, which are
easily dissociated and polymerized under stressed-shearing conditions, has become a
hot research topic [13,14]. In particular, cyclopropanecarboxylic acid (CPCa), a carbon-
precursor additive with a highly strained triangle ring and an acid carboxylic functional
group, has recently received much attention due to its ability to generate in situ carbon-
based tribofilm on the steel surfaces [13]. Additionally, this additive is famous for its
spontaneous absorption to the steel surface due to the presence of the acid carboxylic
group [15]. Although there have been many studies investigating the ZDDP film formation
on DLC substrate [16,17], the influence of CPCa as an in situ carbon-based tribofilm
formation additive on the ZDDP-derived tribofilm has not been studied yet.

Apart from carbon-based tribofilm, nanoparticles have been considered as another po-
tential extreme pressure additive that enters the micro-roughness to polish the interfacing
surfaces during the sliding process [18]. These materials have been widely used since the
1900s and comprise a variety of chemical compositions like metal oxide, carbon derivatives,
metals, nanocomposites, etc. Four tribological mechanisms that allow “smooth” contact
from nanoparticles in oil lubrication include rolling, protective film, mending, and pol-
ishing effects [19]. According to Spikes et al. [20], the main advantage of nanoparticles
in friction reduction comes from the minor interaction with other engine oil additives in
additive packages. In particular, metallic nanoparticles with unique chemical and physical
characteristic are famous for the ability to mechanically form their protective tribofilms on
various sliding substrates to improve the load-carrying capacity of the contact areas [18].
There have been many solid metallic nanoparticles that have been studied and employed
such as iron [21,22], molybdenum [23], or palladium [24]. Among them, the nickel nanopar-
ticle emerges as one of the softest nanoparticles with the lowest melting temperature which
is more beneficial to promoting a compact protective film on the contacting area via the
nanoparticles’ sintering by flash temperature [25]. Nevertheless, the tribological property
of this nanomaterial under boundary lubrication regime as well as the interaction between
the Ni-rich film and ZDDP film has not been yet studied.

In practice, many additives have been proven to have synergistic effects on each other
when they were combined in a lubricant package [26,27]. Nevertheless, there are also a lot of
additive combinations which exhibit competitive effects and reduce the functional quality
of the lubricant fluid [28,29]. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the effect of CPCa
and Ni nanoparticles in the tribological performance of ZDDP-containing Polyalphaolefin
(PAO) oil. This study aims to identify the synergistic and competitive effects of modern
additives in the generation of the ZDDP tribofilm during sliding. All tribo-experiments
will be carried at room temperature to simulate the engine’s cold start-up condition where
the friction is significantly high [30]. The significant findings in this study will advance the
understanding of tribochemical reactions between additives and provide the opportunity
for better engine oil package design in the future.

2. Experimental Preparation
2.1. Lubricant Preparation

In this work, PAO4 oil as the base lubricant was supplied by the Exxonmobile company.
Meanwhile, other lubricant additives including solid Ni nanoparticles and liquid CPCa
were purchased from Sixth Element Materials Technology Co. Ltd. (NSW, Australia)
and Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (NSW, Australia), respectively. ZDDP as a conventional
lubricating additive was provided by Luoyang Trunnano Tech Co., Ltd. (Luoyang, China).
These additives were directly blended into the base lubricant without any modification.
While the oil-soluble additives (e.g., CPCa and ZDDP) were blended in PAO4 by magnetic
stirring, an ultrasonic bath was employed to uniformly disperse the Ni nanoparticles. In
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particular, the dispersing duration for the samples containing Ni nanoparticles was 8 h. The
total concentration of oil-soluble additives in PAO oil was 2.5 wt%, while the Ni additive’s
concentration was 0.1 wt%. To examine the competitive or synergistic effects between
CPCa and ZDDP in terms of the tribofilm formation on the steel surfaces, the concentration
of each additive in the oil was then reduced to 1.25 wt%. This test concentration was chosen
to examine the effect of different concentrations of CPCa and ZDDP on the oil mixture
tribological performance. The detailed concentration of the experimental samples can be
found in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental denotation and concentration.

Experimental Sample Denoted Concentration

Pure PAO oil PAO PAO

PAO oil containing ZDDP ZDDP PAO + 2.5wt%ZDDP

PAO oil containing CPCa CPCa PAO + 2.5wt%CPCa

PAO oil containing
Ni nanoparticles Ni PAO + 0.1wt%Ni

PAO oil containing ZDDP
and CPCa ZDDP+CPCa PAO + 1.25wt%ZDDP + 1.25wt%CPCa

PAO oil containing ZDDP and
Ni combination ZDDP + Ni PAO + 2.5wt%ZDDP + 0.1wt%Ni

2.2. Testing Methods

The tribotests were carried out using a Bruker UMT Tribolab machine (Billerica, MA,
USA) at 25 ◦C. The GCr15 (AISI52100 grade) steel ball with 6.35 mm diameter and 0.02 µm
surface roughness was selected as the upper stationary specimen, while the lower rotating
specimen was the AISI52100 bearing steel disc with 30 mm diameter, 3 mm thickness,
and 0.578 ± 0.088 µm average roughness. Before the test, acetone and then ethanol were
used to ultrasonically clean the tribo-counterparts to remove any contaminants on the
surfaces. The applied force of the ball-on-disc experiments was 10 N which corresponds
to 1.26 GPa Hertzian pressure. The friction tests were conducted on the disc surface at
different positions from the disc center with the remaining constant of the linear speed
of 0.1 m/s in 1 h which corresponded to the total sliding distance of 360 m. Based on
Dowson–Higginson equations [31], the lubricant film thickness for the chosen conditions
was calculated to be 133 nm and the lambda value was 0.230, thus the boundary lubricating
regime was guaranteed for all tribotests. Each tribotest was performed at least three times
to ensure the results reproductivity. The detailed experimental rig can be demonstrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic representing lubrication testing rig.

After the tests, the Contour GT-K 3D Optical Microscope (Billerica, MA, USA) was
used to measure the depth and the width of the wear tracks. The wear loss volume of the
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ball was calculated based on the following formulas, where d is the measured diameter of
the wear scar and r is the ball radius.

Ball′s volume loss =
πh
6
×
(

3d2

4
+ h2

)

h = r−

√
r2 − d2

4

2.3. Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL JSM-6490LV, Japan) coupled with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to morphologically and chemically
analyze the obtained wear track morphology. Under high vacuum conditions, a 15-keV
accelerating voltage with a 10-mm working distance was applied to extract the morphology
of the wear track and determine the elemental distribution. After that, a RENISHAW
confocal Raman microscope (Woltton-under-Edge, UK) with a 532-nm laser line was
applied to obtain the structural properties of the generated carbon-based tribofilm in terms
of the G band and D band.

3. Results

The disc wear track profile of the PAO oil shown in Figure 2a showed the most obvious
wear scar with no additive. There was only a small variation in the disc’s average surface
roughness after the friction test rather than the distinct wear valleys, thus indicating that the
disc wear loss was minimal. It can be seen that the non-sliding area exhibited the surface
roughness of Ra = 0.574 µm, while the sliding area (disc wear track) showed Ra = 0.365 µm.
On the other hand, the ball experienced a distinct wear loss that resulted in the circular
wear scar with a surface roughness of Ra = 0.588 µm (Figure 2b). Although the ball and
disc were made of the same steel material, this phenomenon can be explained by the
significantly higher original roughness of the discs (0.578 ± 0.088 µm) compared to the
testing balls (0.02 µm). In addition, the ball was continuously in contact and worn-out
during sliding which resulted in a higher sliding distance in the ball compared to the disc
(Figure 1). Therefore, under the boundary lubrication regime in the present test, there
was only a small removal of the asperity peaks from the disc wear track which resulted in
only micro-roughness change. Furthermore, the change in disc surface roughness became
negligible when the lubricant additives were added to the base oil (Figures S1–S5) owing
to their film formations along with the outstanding anti-wear performances which will be
discussed later. As a result, this paper will report the wear loss of the ball and the change
of the disc surface roughness.

3.1. Frictional Test Results
3.1.1. Friction and Wear of PAO Oil with a Single Additive

Figure 3 shows the friction and wear performances of the lubricants formulated
with a single additive in PAO. According to Figure 3a, once ZDDP was added to the
PAO oil, a stable friction curve could be observed with a marked reduction from 0.14
to 0.108. Meanwhile, the average steady-state friction of CPCa after 15 min-sliding was
approximately 0.086. This is also the lowest average coefficient of friction (COF) among
all the pure additives tribotests, followed by Ni nanoparticles with approximately 0.103
(Figure 3b). However, the friction curve of CPCa exhibited a sharp upward trend followed
by a moderate decline.
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Figure 2. 3D image and scanning profile of (a) the disc and (b) the ball wear track of pure PAO oil tribotest.

Figure 3. Tribological performance of zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP), cyclopropanecarboxylic
acid (CPCa), and Ni nanoparticles in Polyalphaolefin (PAO) oil: (a) Dynamic frictional curve; (b) Sta-
tistical average coefficient of friction (COF) at the steady-state; (c) Average ball wear loss; and
(d) Variation of the surface roughness before and after sliding on the disc.

This behavior might be attributed to the weak adherence of the resulting carbon-
based tribofilm on the sliding surfaces [13]. During sliding, the formation of carbon-based
tribofilm was accompanied by the dissociation and polymerization of the CPCa molecules
that deposit the thin carbon-based tribolayer on the sliding surfaces [14]. This film has
bonding configurations similar to the diamond-like-carbon (DLC) which could reduce
friction and wear. However, the bonding strength between such carbon-based film and
steel surfaces is not sufficiently strong to accommodate the large plastic strain from the
stressed-shearing effect [32]. As a consequence, the delamination of the carbon-based
film occurred which increased friction followed by a slight decrease in friction due to the
formation of the new carbon-based film from the surrounding CPCa molecules.

Meanwhile, despite the higher steady-state friction, the friction curve produced by
solid Ni nanoparticles had a much more stable characteristic than the CPCa after 25 min
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of sliding. The initial fluctuation of Ni nanoparticles’ friction curve was attributed to the
rolling effect of these particles which could separate direct contacts between asperities and
lowered the friction [33]. Subsequently, the agglomeration of the nanoparticles occurred
during sliding that resulted in a gradual increase in friction coefficient [28]. These aggre-
gated clusters of nanoparticles were then deformed and compacted into a protective film
on the sliding surfaces that stabilized the friction curve [25,34].

From Figure 3c, the non-additive tribotests caused the average 31.3 × 10−4 mm3

average ball wear loss. Nevertheless, the addition of the additives dramatically improved
the wear loss. Among all experimental additives, CPCa resulted in the highest ball wear
loss volumes (3.7 × 10−4 mm3) which is 2.6 times higher than ZDDP (approximately
1.03 × 10−4 mm3). In contrast, Ni nanoparticles exhibited an outstanding anti-wear perfor-
mance in PAO oil. Its ball wear loss of 4.89 × 10−5 mm3 was 52.5% lower than the ZDDP
test. Based on the disc wear track roughness in Figure 3d, Ni nanoparticles produced a
higher variation roughness compared to other tribotests. This may be due to the uneven
distribution of solid nanoparticles and agglomerated clusters across the interface during
sliding. Meanwhile, CPCa produced a slightly higher average disc wear track roughness
compared to other additives which might be attributed to the uneven deposition of the
carbon debris from the delamination of the carbon-based tribofilm across the sliding area.

3.1.2. Friction and Wear of PAO Oil with Mixed Additives

The tribological outcomes of ZDDP, ZDDP+CPCa, and ZDDP+Ni are illustrated in
Figure 4. It is clear from Figure 4a that there was a small impact in friction performance
of ZDDP when Ni nanoparticles were further added. However, despite the initial sharp
decrease, a dramatic upward frictional trend could be clearly observed when CPCa was
blended with ZDDP. It can be concluded that the friction performance of each additive has
deteriorated. Based on Figure 4b, the average COF of ZDDP+CPCa lubricant was 0.119.
Meanwhile, the presence of Nickel nanoparticles in PAO oil containing ZDDP resulted
in the average friction of 0.114 with a lower standard deviation compared to the average
value of 0.108 from ZDDP alone tests.

Figure 4. Tribological performance of ZDDP, CPCa+ZDDP, and ZDDP+Ni nanoparticles in PAO oil:
(a) dynamic frictional curve; (b) statistical average COF at the steady-state; (c) average ball wear loss;
and (d) variation of the surface roughness before and after sliding on the disc.
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On the other hand, the combination of Ni nanoparticles and ZDDP produced 27.6%
lower ball wear loss compared to ZDDP alone (Figure 4c). Interestingly, despite the higher
original disc roughness compare to other testing discs, Ni nanoparticles lowered slightly the
roughness of ZDDP (Figure 4d). The high standard deviation of this wear track roughness
may be due to the uneven distribution of residual nanoparticles across the wear track.
Meanwhile, it can be hypothesized that there was an incompatibility between the ZDDP
and CPCa which resulted in a rougher wear track compare to the PAO oil with added
ZDDP alone. Finally, although the combination of CPCa and ZDDP produced slightly
lower ball wear loss, it is noteworthy that the variation among the experimental outcomes
of this tribotest was high which indicated an unstable anti-wear performance and the
difficulty in achieving repeatable outcomes (Figure 4c).

3.1.3. Summary of Tribological Results

Shown in Table 2 is the summary of the friction and wear results of the tested lubricants.
It can be seen that the ball wear loss was significantly reduced under the lubrication of
Ni nanoparticles alone while CPCa performed best in friction reduction. However, it is
noticeable that the tribotests containing this carbon precursor additive resulted in the
highest ball and disc wear surfaces’ roughness besides the no additive PAO oil. This may
be the consequence of the distinct increase in friction (Figures 3a and 4a) and results in
the higher ball wear loss volume compared to other tested additives. Compared to the
previous study by Johnson et al. [13], these results were slightly different because of the
longer testing duration. In contrast, the wear surface roughness of ball and disc from
ZDDP, Ni, and ZDDP+Ni tribotests were relatively lower than other experiments. This
indicates a more stable tribofilm formation rate as evidenced by the stable friction curve
and exhibited better anti-wear performance than the tribotests containing CPCa. To verify
these hypotheses, further analyses with chemical characterization on the ball wear scar
were conducted.

Table 2. Summary of tribological results.

Experimental
Sample

Steady-State
Friction

Disc Wear Surface
Roughness

(µm)

Ball Wear
Volume

(10−4 mm3)

Ball Wear Surface
Roughness

(µm)

PAO 0.143 ± 0.009 0.365 ± 0.052 3.130 ± 1.590 0.588 ± 0.488

ZDDP 0.108 ± 0.011 0.295 ± 0.029 0.103 ± 0.023 0.130 ± 0.068

CPCa 0.090 ± 0.004 0.395 ± 0.057 0.368 ± 0.043 0.170 ± 0.011

Ni 0.103 ± 0.009 0.291 ± 0.083 0.049 ± 0.012 0.140 ± 0.031

ZDDP+Ni 0.114 ± 0.006 0.264 ± 0.072 0.075 ± 0.014 0.148 ± 0.039

ZDDP+CPCa 0.119 ± 0.008 0.350 ± 0.032 0.097 ± 0.026 0.205 ± 0.067

3.2. Wear Track Morphology of Ball Counterpart

Figure 5 highlights the ball wear track morphology of the tested lubricants. It can be
observed that ZDDP remarkably improved the wear-resistance of the ball when added to
PAO oil. The oil base containing this conventional additive produced a 274 µm diameter
circular wear scar (Figure 5b) which was 54% smaller than the 600 µm diameter of the
pure oil (Figure 5a). There was an appearance of the dark cluster that can be detected on
the ridge area of the wear scar. They might perform as a cushion to prevent the direct
asperity contact between two substrates which results in a narrower valley in the middle
of the wear scar morphology and a significantly smaller scar roughness (Ra = 0.130 µm)
compared to the PAO oil test (Ra = 0.588 µm). Meanwhile, despite the slightly lower wear
diameter (about 400 µm), the wear morphology in CPCa tribotest (Figure 5c) was similar
to the pure PAO oil with the presence of various deep grooves and smearing across the
interfacing areas. When the concentration of ZDDP was reduced by half when combined
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with CPCa (Figure 5d), a lighter film could be observed, discretely across the center of
the ball’s interfacing area instead of significantly concentrating on localized areas like
ZDDP alone. It was also the roughest ball wear scar (Ra = 0.205 µm) after the non-additive
oil tribotests. In contrast, Ni nanoparticles emerged as the most outstanding anti-wear
additive with the lowest wear loss. Besides ZDDP alone, the tribotests containing this
additive resulted in the lowest ball wear scars’ roughness among all experimental lubricants
(Table 2). With pure PAO oil, black clusters could be detected in the boundary areas and
the deep grooves of wear morphology (Figure 5e). When the Ni nanoparticles were added
to PAO oil containing ZDDP, the wear scar diameter decreased from 274 µm to 254 µm.
Additionally, a unique brown color film could be observed across the relative smooth wear
morphology. It is noticeable that there were fewer abrasive grooves from the ZDDP+Ni
tribotest compared to the Ni nanoparticle alone. This might be attributed to the synergistic
effect between ZDDP film and Ni nanoparticles’ protective film.

Figure 5. Ball wear morphology of (a) pure PAO oil; (b) ZDDP; (c) CPCa; (d) ZDDP+CPCa; (e) Ni;
and (f) ZDDP+Ni tribotest.

3.3. Compositional Analysis of the Ball Wear Surfaces
3.3.1. PAO Oil Tribotests with a Single Additive

Figure 6 illustrates the SEM and EDS results from the lubricants of PAO oil containing
a single additive. The EDS signal of carbon (C) indicated the formation of black carbon
clusters that were found on the wear tracks of CPCa, ZDDP, and PAO tribotests. The
C-signal in PAO oil containing ZDDP might be attributed to the oil dissociation, while
the detected C-signal of the CPCa test could be due to the in situ formation of carbon-
based tribofilm [13]. In addition, various micro-streaks appeared on the SEM image of
CPCa wear track (Figure 6b) which indicated a soft film formation that filled the val-
leys [13]. In contrast, the solid debris, which played as the third-body abrasive particles,
was formed on the pure oil case as shown by numerous abrasive scars on the ball’s wear area
(Figure 6a). Meanwhile, the ZDDP tribofilm formed on the contacting area consisted of
distinct signals of zinc, sulphur, and phosphorus elements by EDS mapping (Figure 6c).
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Figure 6. SEM and EDS outcomes of (a) PAO, (b) CPCa, (c) ZDDP, and (d) Ni nanoparticles (where
the white arrow indicates the location of detected carbon cluster).

On the other hand, the most interesting aspect was the compact Ni-rich tribofilm that
could be clearly observed on the sliding surface (Figure 6d). This proved the mending
effect of these nanoparticles. Due to the soft characteristic (about 4.0 Mohr hardness)
along with the nano-dimensions, these solid particles penetrated to the surface roughness
to promote a compact protective layer. In particular, the Ni nanoparticles experienced
compression and deformation under a stressed-shearing effect at the sliding interfaces that
in turn was welded on the counterpart’s surfaces due to flash temperature [25]. The pro-
tective film, thus, covered significantly the interfacing ball area and weaken the Fe signal.
This Ni-rich layer not only improved remarkably the wear-resistance of the siding ball
(Figure 3c) but also enhanced the load-carrying capacity and resulted in a stable friction
curve at the steady-state (Figure 3a) [25]. Additionally, narrow scars on this wear scar sur-
face indicate the occurrence of either nanoparticle agglomeration [28] or the delamination
of the soft resultant film. The even distribution of the oxygen (O) signal across the wear
track indicates the formation of NiO along with the iron oxide under high pressure.

3.3.2. PAO Oil Tribotests with Mixed Additives

It is clear from Figure 7 that the ZDDP tribofilm formed in all lubricants with two
additives showed the detected signals of zinc, sulphur, and phosphorus elements on the
contacting area. From Figure 7a of ZDDP sliding tests, a rough surface was produced
on the ball sliding area. As mentioned above, the black carbon-rich clusters were also
formed on these tribotests. However, when CPCa, as a carbon-precursor additive, was
added (ZDDP+CPCa tribotest), the carbon-signal was significantly weakened (Figure 7b).
This can be explained by the large removal of carbon-based tribofilm in this formulation.
The obtained EDS signal of zinc and sulphur in this sample was also slightly weaker than
ZDDP tribotests due to a lower concentration of the conventional additive. However,
instead of evenly distributed across the wear track, the ZDDP-rich film, in this case, formed
in certain areas of the wear scar. This supported the hypothesis that ZDDP and CPCa
functioned separately by forming the tribofilms in separated positions of the sliding area.
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Under boundary lubrication, the carbon-based film could be continuously removed while
the ZDDP film formed discretely and became compacted on the scar surface. This not only
resulted in a non-uniform wear surface but also destabilized the anti-wear property of PAO
containing ZDDP lubricant with a possibility of increasing friction (Figure 4a). In contrast,
the tribological performance of the ZDDP and Ni combination was significantly better than
ZDDP by itself. According to Figure 7c, the synergistic effect between Ni nanoparticle’s
film and ZDDP film could be observed which was evidenced by the compact EDS signal
of zinc and sulphur at the location where Ni-rich film was formed. Nevertheless, the
iron-signal at this location was slightly weaker compared to other areas of this iron-EDS
mapping and the tribofilm of ZDDP individually (Figure 7a). Moreover, many scratches
can be found on the wear track. These may be attributed to the soft characteristic and the
delamination of nickel-film during the tribotests.

Figure 7. SEM and EDS outcomes of (a) ZDDP, (b) ZDDP+CPCa, and (c) ZDDP+Ni tribotests. (The
white arrow indicates the location of detected rich ZDDP film formation).

4. Discussion
4.1. ZDDP and CPCa Combination

To analyze the structural characteristics of obtained carbon-based tribofilm in the wear
scar, Raman analysis was carried out to detect the D band and G band of carbon bonding
configurations. It was clear from the deconvolution outcomes in Figure 8 that there was
no detected signal from PAO and ZDDP. This indicated that the carbon cluster from the
EDS signal in pure PAO oil tests and PAO oil containing ZDDP tests were attributed to
the oil dissociation that might produce the carbon soot particles. In contrast, distinct
peaks representing the high intensity of the D band and G band could be observed from
the lubricant containing CPCa by itself. However, the intensity of these peaks decreased
dramatically in the ZDDP+CPCa tribotest which can be explained by the reduction of
carbon-precursor additive concentration and the competitive effect between these added
additives. In addition, the ID/IG ratio of 0.786 for this combination was slightly higher than
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the ratio of 0.764 CPCa with pure PAO oil. This indicates a negligible variation in graphitic
feature of carbon-based tribofilm forming from ZDDP+CPCa and CPCa only tribotests. As
a result, it can be concluded that the CPCa additive in two experiments resulted in a carbon-
film formation with a significantly high graphitic degree that could deliver remarkable
anti-friction property [35]. However, this carbon-based tribofilm also exhibited a soft
characteristic [12] with low absorption strength to the steel substrate as evidenced by
the distinct increase of friction curve after a certain sliding duration (Figures 3a and 4a).
Additionally, the formation of oxide debris which caused noisy Raman signals provided
evidence to support these claims [36]. The Raman signal of carbon-based film from CPCa
in combination with ZDDP contained much fewer noise signals, which was attributed
to the functional property of ZDDP as an antioxidant [3] to inhibit the development of
oxide scale following by the formation of oxide debris. Together with the EDS results
(Figure 7b), it can be concluded that the combination of CPCa and ZDDP resulted in an
alternative formation of in situ carbon-based film and ZDDP film on the steel substrate,
instead of the hierarchical structure of ZDDP film overlapping the carbon-based film [37].
The wear surface, in this case, was not homogeneous because of the alternative formation
of soft carbon-based films along with the discrete ZDDP film. While the carbon-based
tribofilm was removed quickly, the discrete ZDDP film survived and remained on the
wear track. This is the main reason why this combination exhibited a less stable anti-wear
performance compared to ZDDP alone. Therefore, to reduce the added amount of ZDDP
by the carbon-precursor additive, further research should be focused on improving the
absorption strength of carbon-based tribofilm formation.

Figure 8. Raman analysis of the ball wear surfaces after lubricated by PAO oil, CPCa in PAO oil,
ZDDP in PAO oil, and CPCa+ZDDP in PAO oil.

4.2. ZDDP and Ni Nanoparticles Combination

Based on the wear outcomes (Figure 4c) as well as SEM and EDS analysis
(Figure 7c), a synergistic effect between the ZDDP film with the Ni nanoparticles’ protective
film was indicated. This could be demonstrated further by the EDS intensity of the sulphur
element (Figure 9) which showed a more effective sulphur-rich layer as the foundation
layer of ZDDP-derived film formation when Ni nanoparticles were further added. Besides
the iron cation, it was shown by Spikes et al. [3] that the ZDDPs’ dithiophosphate ligands
can also be exchanged from Zn2+ to Ni2+ which may be activated via triboemission [8]
evidenced by the formation of NiO across the ZDDP+Ni experiment (Figure 7c). Thus,
nickel dithiophosphate as new compounds of dithiophosphate ligands with less thermal
stability was formed. Under extreme pressure and flash temperature activation, it was
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hypothesized that these dithiophosphate compounds will decompose and create NiS,
along with ZnS and FeS in the sulfide layer of resultant tribofilm [38]. Recent studies
on the forming mechanism of ZDDP film by Shimizu et al. on rotation motion [39] and
reciprocating motion [40] highlighted the important role of this sulfide-rich layer in the
formation as well as the tribological characteristic of this tribofilm. In particular, at the
beginning of the ZDDP sliding experiment, a sulphur-rich film is spontaneously formed
in response to the extreme pressure condition before the phosphorus-rich film, having a
slower formation rate, is promoted. This sulphur-rich film improves the anti-wear property
of the oil-based lubricant. However, under boundary conditions, this sulphur-rich film is
usually removed quickly while the phosphorus-film is not promoted which results in a
severely worn area with enormous scars and solids particles [39]. In this study, thanks to
the appearance of nickel nanoparticles across the contacting area, the absorption strength
of the sulphur-rich film has been improved before the hierarchical structure of the tribofilm
was fully developed, as shown by the compact wear track surface and the lower wear
loss volume compared to ZDDP alone (Figure 4c). In addition, the NiS also has a lower
hardness (around 3.0–3.5 Mohr hardness) compared to ZnS (about 3.8 Mohr hardness).
Thus, the appearance of NiS in this film might “soften” the sliding area which improves
the anti-wear performance of ZDDP additive in PAO oil. From this result, a future study
utilizing the synergy between nanomaterials’ protective film and ZDDP film to reduce the
usage amount of ZDDP is highly recommended.

Figure 9. EDS intensity from the obtained ball wear tracks lubricated by ZDDP in (a) PAO oil and
(b) ZDDP+Ni in PAO oil.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this study has investigated the influence of CPCa and Ni nanoparticles
on the tribological performance of ZDDP in PAO oil ambient. In particular, a synergistic
effect between ZDDP and Ni nanoparticles was evidenced which improved further the
anti-wear performance of ZDDP (by 27.6%). This was due to the promotion of sulfide layer
formation with an aid of Ni nanoparticles that resulted in the compacted Ni-S tribofilm on
the sliding surfaces. In contrast, CPCa, as a carbon-based tribofilm precursor, exhibited
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a competitive effect against the ZDDP film formation. It was closely associated with the
non-compatibility and low affinity between the soft carbon-based and ZDDP tribofilms
which resulted in the discontinuous ZDDP tribofilm formation on the wear surfaces. The
finding in this study has further advanced the understanding of the tribochemistry between
ZDDP and other additives which is beneficial to improving the tribological performance of
engine oil in the cold start-up’s process with limited use of ZDDP.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/lubricants9040035/s1, Detail profile of experimental disc roughness of the additive tribotests
and their wear morphologies coupling with the corresponding balls’ wear surface roughness can be
found in the Supporting Information (Figures S1–S5).
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